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Introduction
The FairDbMQ library provides a solution to adapt any
parameter initialisation scheme to Message Queue dis-
tributed FairMQ tasks [1].
Design
FairDbMQ implements a simple Actor Model for con-
currency using ZeroMQ [2] to cope with a large number
of distributed tasks requesting asynchroneously parameter
initialisation from a RDMS or file system based store. The
challenge is then to be able to control the number of pro-
cesses connecting the database or reading the file.
To solve this problem FairDbMQ separates the frontend re-
quest client from the backend reply worker adding a non-
blocking worker queueing daemon in between acting as a
proxy (Figure [1]).
Figure 1: FairDbMQ components
Routing and protocol
The Worker Queue Daemon is continuously listening
for connections from the frontend sockets and the backend
sockets via event polling. It also uses ROUTER sockets
to perform messages routing, the clients using REQ syn-
chronous socket to connect.
When a initialisation request is sent, the socket identifier is
kept as a frame content within the multi part message giv-
ing the possibility for the proxy to know to which client it
should send back the processed reply (Figure [2]).
Scalability and load balancing
The previous single cluster architecture can be scaled to
more than one cluster by swapping a REP client socket
with a DEALER socket. The Reply-Request mechanism
goes then full asynchronous and request clients as well as
Figure 2: Routing is implemented by a dedicated Protocol
using Mutli-part Messages.
worker can talk to more than one proxy (Figure [3]).
Of course, other implementations of a multiple clusters
compatible with FairDbMQ design exists like for exam-
ple connecting 2 proxies together using a ROUTER to
ROUTER combination.
Figure 3: Multiple Cluster Design
Conclusion
The FairDbMQ library implements a custom queueing
system to provide a scalable and fault-tolerant request-
reply architecture for FairMQ tasks parameter initialisa-
tion.
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